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About This Game

IMPORTANT! Development of Sellsword VR is on hold right now!

Please see our Community Page for details.

Sellsword VR is a Virtual Reality Action RPG for the HTC Vive and Oculus Rift+Touch.

Join the Mercenary's Guild in search of fame and fortune. In your adventures, you'll explore dark caves, search forgotten
temples for rare artifacts, and defeat treacherous enemies. Realistic melee combat allows you to fully immerse yourself in

glorious battle. Complete missions to earn experience and gold, and unlock powerful weapons and abilities to help you defeat
your enemies. Don't just watch the adventure - LIVE IT.

We are an Early Access title! Please look at our forums BEFORE YOU BUY to see what's currently in the game, and what we
are working on. Nobody likes disappointment!

Story

For several generations, the King's Guard has kept vigilant watch over the kingdom, resulting in the longest period of peace ever
known. The people no longer worry about security or threats from monsters or man, free to pursue their passions rather than

learn swordplay and magic. All was peaceful - but peace rarely lasts forever. Monsters are sighted on the edge of town. Fields of
grain go barren with no explanation. Traders leave town to procure supplies, never to be heard from again.
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The King's Guard is nowhere to be found. Have they forsaken the people? Why do they let these fearsome threats roam
unchecked?

The people, desperate for aid, have nowhere to turn. Few remember a time before the King's Guard. Rumors tell of a
Mercenary's Guild that was once home to powerful mages, fearsome warriors, clever rogues - all champions of battle who could

be relied upon to accomplish any task - for a fee, of course. Long abandoned in an era of peace, the guild's fabled home now
serves as a tavern for weary travelers. The old barkeep, always keen to share old stories and legends, recants tales of adventure
and glorious battle to anyone willing to listen. Most think his stories are fables; yet another clever ruse to keep mead and coin

flowing in the old place.

One morning, there was an unusual bustle of activity in the town square. A cryptic message, on what looked to be ancient
parchment, had been posted prominently in the town square. The guild had returned, and was actively recruiting.

Features

Realistic VR Combat - swing, stab, parry, block - no hand wiggling swordplay here!

How you fight matters! Your movements and techniques determine attack strength.

Enemies and weapons both have multiple strike zones.

Enemies react to your attacks with dynamic, physics-based animations - trip, grab, and shove them!

Fully interactive environments - objects catch on fire, break, and can even be used as weapons against enemies!

Dungeons filled with puzzles, traps, and enemies.

Customizable stats allow you to build your character your way.

MISSION MODE: A quick play mode for instant action, while still earning Gold and XP.

STORY MODE (coming soon): Compelling RPG story elements, complex missions, and more unlockables!
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Truthfully, the reality TV setting was initially kind of a bummer... I definitly thought it was going to make the (already
pleasantly campy) story a little TOO cheesy.

I ended up acting as bat-sh*t crazy as any of those reality TV stars in real life: "BUT if I choose, Becky, she might backstab me
and vote me!!! But will be BFF be mad at me if I choose her over my BF? I'm not here to make friends, I'm here to WIN!"

Whether it's a case of human-nature or of good story development, I was actually quite gripped. Without giving away too many
spoilers, you also gradually learn the gravity of your choices and the show/situation to the greater public.

Also I got to bang Robert Pattison. 10/10 will shame-bonk vampire♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥again.. With a cool and nostalgic feeling
soundtrack, and some nice animations, this is a good beat'em up for people who love the genre.

But it also falls repetitive, uses lot's of bad and annoying pratices of beat 'em ups and get's kind of tiring by the end.

Ony recommend it to people who absolutely love the genre, and at a sale. There's a bug with window size that you'll most likely
have to fix yourself, but fortunetly there's a fix in the discussion forum for this game.. Great RTS. 8.5/10 Rating. I love RTS
games and i must say this is in my top 3 behind Command and Conquer(most of them) and before Halo Wars. the voice
command system is actualy not half bad, you dont have to scream in to the mic. you can talk in a normal volume, i even played
it at collage in a room full of social people and had no issues(except when they were yelling)(ive played 8hrs so far and have had
3 instances where it miss heard me, i do not know how it would handle any speach impediments though). the camera system is a
bit odd to get used to at first. there is no free roam camera, youre stuck to your units and can only switch between them. i like
the unit upgrading system, although on harder difficultys its impossible to not lose all your units:P

Would advise a 2.3GHz or higher CPU i have a 2.1(laptop) and am having frame rate issues(i can only run the game, no
backround apps. running at all-_-). More realistic building than Fortnite.
88\/10. An unfinished, smaller-scale rip-off of Ark. This game is not even in alpha.

I have a few words for Steam: Those screenshots you're hanging on the store page are nowhere near the actual stuff. I played my
30-something minutes on "epic" settings and all i saw was ♥♥♥♥♥♥ anti-aliasing that you cannot even tell a tree stump from a
dead body as well as muddy environmetal shadow filter and distant object rendering that can only be seen from the eyes of a
person with advanced myopia. I've been seeing similar cases a lot lately. Not everyone owns a behemoth of a machine with SLI
RTX 2080 Ti cards and 16-core NASA-grade CPUs. Stop with the excessive use of supersampling on those images and be
honest with what you sell.

Another title to be refunded.. https://youtu.be/8VuEXCtk-nk

A darker tone and harder levels take the original light hearted puzzle experience into a twisted challenge.. It seems like there is a
polished fleet game here, the visuals are nice and clean, it seems well programmed, etc but the interface is far too unintuitive,
and there are literally parts missing that don't tell you unit limits, turret limits, etc.

Here's what you can expect :
https://imgur.com/a/3cBoL

I struggled with this game's lack of conveyance, mixing "too much" with "too little".

E.G.
you have ships that your main station can spawn to create your fleet, but aparently there is a limit, because when you hit it, you
are told you can no longer make any. What's the limit ? where is it on screen, or what menu, because it's not there that i could
find. You are only told when you hit the limit, it's an invisible number that only shows when it's too late.

E.G.2
You have turrents and bays, turrets for weapon mounts and bays that spawn fighters/repair drones. bays can be on ships as well
as stations, and guess what? There are limits as you first load-up your your initial captured station with it's available 4 defence
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areas, loaded with turrets and fighter bays, then next when you capture a station you are told you can no longer buy any more
bays ???

What's the point in having 4 defence areas pers station if you max out the game's limits on a single stastion, maybe even sooner
if you equipped your fleet with bays? what are you supposed to use to defend the other stations ?

The same "bays" limit applies to ships you spawn from your motherstation, you can equip bays to the motherstation HQ, and
even your ships spawned form *that*, and BAM ! you've blown your bays and turret limits.

Similarly the "upgrades" function is odd, because you are supposed to know that you need to click on the weapons, then see the
vasrious upgradable functions like "range", "recharge speed", etc and it shows boxes above each function, but instead of clicking
those boxes to perform the upgrade, you need to look for the button all the way to the side of the entire menue area and click
that. Worse, those upgrade functions and their boxes apear in the normal weapon desription menue items and are NOT upgrade
releavnt.

You literally have duplication where you have the SAME visual descriptions of weapons, with the "range", "recharge speed", etc
graphs boxes...but that is not the place to upgrade them ! yopu have to go to the UPGRADE section WHICH LOOKS
EXACTLY THE SAME !!

Even something as simple as the "PAUSE" and "GAME SPEED" is unintuitive. If i told you that it uses the simple, universally
understood paradigm of "PLAY" and "PAUSE" icons, you might guess "oh that's easy enough, just hit the play/pause toggle
anad that does exactly what it should right ?

Nope, you hit pause, and "GAME PAUSED" apears in words next to that icon. Where does the "PLAY" button come in? It's
right there, underneath, it's the *speed* button, you click it multiple times to alter the multiplier, but it also UN-PAUSES the
game,a nd when it does it resets the game back to 1x speed, regardless if you had it on 4x speed, etc.....how is this intuitive ?

If they can't get simple things liek that right, it's no wonder the rest fo the interface is a mess.

I had flashbacks to when Windows 8.0 initially released, and you were somehow supposed to know invisible things like how to
invoke the "charm" bar, and how to float down to the corner to invoke the start menue, etc.

Too frustrating to plough on and figure out what these invisible limits are, so i'm going to be unibstalling this. Which is a shame,
because the gameplay looks really good, but if the interface and mechanics are borked like this, what's the point in suffering
trying to have fun with it ?. Needs polishing. Great game nonetheless. Meh. Looks like the developers assume that you'll not
notice the barren, sloppy countryside with its hurried textures and lifeless landscape... because you'll be driving 200 miles an
hour. The train's nice, but that's it. The other lines in the 2017 edition are far better. Don't buy this one as a stand alone.. buy this
game as soon as possible... it just feels new and wonderful, i love it!! oh, and i just bought a lot as gifts for my friends too :D (on
sale). Try it! its really deeper than it looks (i play arma, achtung panzer, close combat, etc.. ) Cya ; )
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I love the game, but players are scarce. Please more players!. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. A short immersive experience,
a really polished gameplay, good acting and story. Well done to Construct Studio.. A very hard but satisfying game about a lone
fighter and its one carrier.
It'll make you feel badass.. What starts off as an intriguing premise quickly loses any sense of self-awareness and descends into
a painfully cliché fish-out-of-water MPDG plot that's barely fleshed out enough to sustain the three characters it cares enough to
feature. (Mostly two, since Mika is offensively reduced to being a prize more than a person, typical of the girl-next-door
archetype.) The POV character is an unbearable amalgam of NEET stereotypes lifted straight from "Welcome to the NHK,"
minus the humor and knowing winks to the audience. Runtime is short and replays are unrewarding considering the four (4)
endings are left intentionally unsatisfying to allow for a sequel that does not appear to be forthcoming.

I regret that my experience - and thus this review - are so negative, as the failings have more to do with the writing's inability to
transcend well-worn genre conventions, but if games are meant to be an immersive, interactive art-form then this is the
equivalent of a 200 page-count airport novel. All but the most ardent dating sim completionists can safely skip this one.. Only
bad thing is that no online zombie peeps and the fact that you cant mod
. My brain? … It’s my second favorite organ.. Had a lot of fun with this game, just finished the career mode! Lots of fun
challenges, creative courses, and overal fun driving. The controls are smooth, the characters are fun, and the powerups pretty
hilarious.
I would say this is a more fun version of Mario Kart. A certified Meowio Kart, if you will.
Haven't tried the multiplayer yet, but then again, you'd need friends for that. If you like a smooth racing game, this is the one.
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